Dining options Forbes Avenue

**American**
1. Primanti Brothers ($)
   Pittsburgh-style sandwiches
   (served with fries and coleslaw on the bun)
2. Five Guys ($)
   burgers (complimentary Rock ‘n’ Roll music)
3. The Original Hot Dog Shop ($)
   hot Dogs, fried food, wings, large beer selection
4. Pamela’s Diner ($)
   American breakfast & luncheon
5. Tenders ($) 
   chicken tenders, Cuban sandwiches

**Asian**
1. Oakland Ave Restaurants
   one block, many cuisines
   - Szechuan Express ($)
     Chinese, fast service, huge menu
   - Oishii Bento ($)
     Japanese and Korean, sushi
   - Sushi Fuku (vegan-friendly) ($-$-$)
     assembly line style sushi, rice bowls
   - Sushi Boat ($-$-$)
     Japanese and Chinese
   - Chick’n Bubbly ($)
     Korean style fried chicken and bubble tea
2. Indian and Thai Trucks ($) 
   Pitt physics favorites
3. Prince of India (vegan-friendly) ($-$-$)
   Indian cuisine
4. Hunan Bar ($$)
   authentic Chinese, hot pots, good for large groups

**Bars**
1. Pittsburgh Café ($-$-$)
   cocktails, sandwiches, burgers
2. Fuel & Fuddle ($-$-$)
   nice beer selection, American food
3. Peter’s Pub ($)
   drinks, sandwiches, wraps, burgers
4. Hemingway’s Café ($)
   draft beer, cocktails, American food

**Pizza & Pasta**
1. Milano’s Pizza ($$$)
   pizza, pasta, hoagies
2. Pizza Romano ($)
   pizza by the slice
3. Noodles & Co. ($)
   pasta dishes
4. Piada Italian Street Food ($)
   piada, pasta, salads
5. Pie Express ($) 
   pizza

**Mexican**
1. Chipotle ($) 
   burritos, tacos, salads, vegan-friendly

**Salads, soups, sandwiches**
1. Roots Natural Kitchen ($-$-$)
   vegan-friendly
2. Panera ($) 
3. Hello Bistro ($) 
4. Uncle Sam’s ($) 

**Schenley Plaza**
1. The Porch ($$)
   American dishes, burgers, pizza

**Entree prices**
- $ < $10
- $$ $10 - $15
- $$$ $15 - $20
- $$$$$ > $20

**Conference venue**
- University Club
Some of the many dining options in town

**Bloomfield**
- **Apteka ($$) (dinner only!)**
  Eastern European vegan meals + wonderful bar
- **Church Brew Works ($$-$$$$)**
  A favorite for beer in Pittsburgh!
- **Thai Cuisine ($$$)**
  Lovely Thai food and vegan-friendly

**Downtown**
- **Butcher & the Rye / Täkō ($$$$)**
  Rustic-chic cuisine / hip taco/seafood spot
- **Nola on the Square ($$$-$$$$)**
  Nouveau Creole cuisine
- **Sonoma Kitchen ($$$$)**
  West Coast Kitchen, wine bar

**Squirrel Hill**
- **Chaya ($$$)**
  Japanese cuisine
- **KIIN Thai & Lao Eatery ($$)**
  Thai and Lao cuisine, vegan-friendly
- **Sichuan Gourmet ($$$-$$$$)**
  Most authentic Chinese cuisine in town, according to Tao
- **Everyday Noodles ($-$$$)**
  Chinese cuisine, vegan-friendly
- **Dobra Tea ($$)**
  Lovely Bohemian-style tearoom, vegan-friendly

**Shadyside/East Liberty**
- **Plum Pan-Asian Kitchen ($$$$)**
  Asian cuisine, sushi, vegan-friendly
- **Spoon ($$$-$$$$)**
  Fine American cuisine, lounge
- **The Twisted Frenchman ($$$$)**
  Classic French technique meets modernism
- **Tana ($$$)**
  Ethiopian cuisine, vegan-friendly
- **BRGR ($$)**
  Innovative burgers
- **Spak Brothers ($-$$$)**
  Pizza and sandwich, vegan-friendly